ABSTRACT Recently, single-image rain removal has attracted sustained attention. In this paper, we utilize a simple shape prior, the fact that the rain streaks often appear in an elongated elliptical shape, in a particular way for single image de-raining. With this prior, the patches of the rain layer are forced to have a high correlation with our synthetic ellipse matrix. Then, the rain layer is refined during each layer decomposition process with the correlation constraints. The experiments show that the proposed method outperforms the existing single image de-raining methods on both real and synthetic data. Moreover, our approach runs much faster than the other state-of-the-art de-raining methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The performance of many outdoor vision systems is often affected by the visual distortions on images caused by bad weather conditions [1] . Rain is one such bad weather condition that we often see and may cause complex local intensity fluctuations of images. The existence of rain can cause the loss of image details and can even alter the content and color of the images. As a result, the reliability of extracted images features will decrease, further affecting the performance of the subsequent process of outdoor vision systems, such as object detection, pedestrian recognition, and scene analysis. Thus, for outdoor vision systems, it is important to eliminate the influence of rain and perform image de-raining.
The early research works about rain removing mainly focused on the videos [2] , [3] . Thanks to the redundant temporal information in videos, more accurate detection of rain streaks is allowed. Different priors are used for rain detection, including the density [4] , phase information [5] , and chromatic properties [6] . With the position of rain streaks located, the neighboring information can be used to repair the rain regions. With decades of study, the performance of video de-raining has been satisfactory. However, in practice, the video captured by a visual system might contain large movements that results in unreliable temporal information or in some situation only a single rainy image is available, thus single image de-raining has its necessities. Recently, the research focus has been shifted to the study of single image rain removing. In this paper, a new single image de-raining variational model with efficient implementation is proposed.
The methods for single image rain removal can be classified into three categories. The first category is similar to most video de-raining methods and contains two steps, namely, rain detection followed by rain region repairing [7] , [8] . However, unlike videos, there is no redundant information provided by adjacent frames, so the quality of detection and repair are hard to guarantee. The second category regards the rain and the clear image as two different layers, models with different priors for rain, and builds a clear image [9] , [10] . For such methods, the prior for the two layers plays a decisive role in the final results. The third category has benefited from the rapid development of deep learning. In the past few years, various convolutional neural network-based models have been proposed to perform de-raining [11] , [12] . Deep learning-based image de-raining methods perform quite well but still have problems, such as the time consuming pre-training procedure, the bias caused by the training samples or the training priors.
In this paper, we consider the rain removal problem as a layer decomposition problem. The observed rain image J is a composition of the rain streak layer R and the background I . The goal of rain removal is to get the rain-free background I from the observed rain image J . This layer decomposition problem is an ill-posed problem since the number of unknown variables is larger than the number of equations. Thus, to decompose I and R from J , we need to find an appropriate regularization to constrain R and I . Sparsity is one of the most often used priors to characterize the property of image under some redundant systems. Here, the wavelet tight frames are used to regularize the clean image. For the rain layer, since rain exhibits a strong orientation coherence, the smoothness along the rain direction can be used as a clue. In fact, the above two priors are not discriminating enough to completely separate the rain layer from the background as the rain layer can also be sparse under the chosen transform system and remains in the clean image layer, and the smooth region of the clean image is still smooth along the rain direction, which may lead to a false separation. To extract the rain layer completely, extra unique properties of the rain are needed. Here, we use a simple shape prior based on the observation that the shape of a rain streak is an elongated ellipse to help extract the rain. Figure 1 shows one example of de-rained results with and without the shape prior, which demonstrate its effectiveness.
Our contributions are as follows:
• For the first time, a wavelet tight frame is applied to the image de-raining problem. As a powerful tool for characterizing the piecewise-smoothness property of natural images, wavelet tight frames are widely used in many image processing tasks [13] - [15] . To our knowledge, the existing de-raining methods use various tools to regularize the background, including total variation, adaptively learned dictionaries, and Gaussian mixture models. Compared to these tools, wavelet tight frames offer the advantages of fast computation and good characterization ability.
• Different from most previous image de-raining approaches in which the rain direction are often approximated by the vertical direction [16] , we instead compute the rain direction with high precision, which helps to separate the real rain layer with higher accuracy.
• For the first time, a shape prior is directly used to refine the rain layer. Though the elongated ellipse shape has been used to generating the synthetic rain image [9] and detecting rain regions [7] , but to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time it has been used directly to update the rain layer.
• Without learning any dictionary or Gaussian mixture model, the proposed method directly solves a variational model with fast speed. The proposed approach runs much faster than the other decomposition based de-raining methods and even faster than the deep learning-based methods running on the CPU mode. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the related rain removing works. Section III describes the proposed single image de-raining approach. Section IV demonstrates some experimental results. Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. VIDEO DE-RAINING
Early works on rain removal mostly take videos or multiple frames as the input. The redundant temporal information in videos allows more accurate detection of the position of rain streaks as well as high-quality repairing from the fusion of multiple frames. Garg and Nayar [4] analyzed the visual effects of various bad weather conditions (e.g., rain) in an imaging system and proposed a correlation model to capture the dynamics of rain. Once the rain region is detected, the intensity of rain pixel can be re-estimated by using the average of its non-rain temporal neighboring pixels. Zhang et al. [6] proposed using temporal and chromatic properties to detect rain regions. Brewer and Liu [17] detected rain streaks by checking the image gradient orientation information and checking whether the region exhibits a short duration intensity spike. Based on the photometry properties and size information of rain streaks, Bossu et al. [18] derived some rules for selecting potential rain streaks, and then, a Gaussian mixture model is used to separate the rain layer from the background. Barnum et al. [19] created a model of the visual effect of rain in frequency space and analyzed the properties of the rain layer in the transformed domain. In [3] , with the analysis of the local spatial-temporal derivatives of raindrops, the image pixels partially or completely occluded by rain streaks are recovered by using some image completion technique. Santhaseelan and Asari [5] utilized the phase congruency features to detect the rain streaks and estimated the intensity of rain pixels based on the minimization of registration errors between frames. Jiang et al. [16] proposed a tensor-based video de-raining approach by exploiting different intrinsic priors for rain layers and clean videos.
B. SINGLE IMAGE DE-RAINING
As mentioned above, we roughly classify the single image de-raining methods into three categories and give a brief review of each category.
1) TWO-STAGE APPROACHES
Methods that include detection and repairing process are categorized as two-stage approaches. Halimeh and Roser [20] detected raindrops on a car windshield by utilizing the standard interesting point detector. In [7] , a kernel regression method is used to detect the rain region, and the rain region is recovered by a non-local mean filter that uses non-rain image patches to repair the rain patches. In [8] , rain detection is accomplished after a series of rain enhancements such as color enhancement, frequency filter and orientation filter, and the rain region is then filled with the average intensity of the surrounding background value. There are two problems with the two-stage approaches. One problem is that the detection may miss some rain streaks or mistake some non-rain regions as the rain region, and the other one is that even if we can get satisfactory rain detection results, the in-painting for the rain region is not an easy task.
2) LAYER SEPARATION APPROACHES
To the best of our knowledge, Fu et al. [21] is the first to consider the rain image as the composition of the clear background layer and the rain layer and to conduct de-raining by leveraging the sparsity of the image signals. In [22] , the input image is first decomposed into smooth layer and high frequency layer by bilateral filter, and then, the high frequency is separated into a rain detail layer and image structure layer by classifying the dictionary atoms. The final de-rained result is the composition of the smooth layer and the image structure layer. In [9] , under the assumption that the structure of the rain layer and that of the image layer is different, a discriminative sparse coding method is proposed to solve the single image rain removal problems. In [10] , a patch-based prior is proposed for both the background and rain layers with two Gaussian mixture models. In [23] , a combination of rain detection and guided filtering is used for layer decomposition, and a three-layer hierarchical scheme is designed to get the final de-rained results. In [24] , an error-optimized sparse representation model is proposed to compute each image patch by considering the dynamic patch error constraints. In [25] , an error map between the input rain image and the reconstructed rain image is generated by using the learned rain dictionary, and based on the error map, the sparse codes of rain and non-rain dictionaries are used to represent the image structures. Low rank property is also a often used prior of rain, e.g., Chang et al. [26] enforced a low-rank prior to extract the rain streak by incorporating a transformation into the image decomposition model; Chen and Hsu [27] proposed a low rank model from matrix to tensor structure in order to capture the spatio-temporally correlated rain streaks. Gu et al. [28] proposed a general single image layer separation algorithm with joint convolutional analysis and synthesis sparse representation, which has been test in several vision tasks including rain streak removal and shows good performance. In [29] , a joint optimization process is used that alters between removing rain streak details from the background and removing non-rain details from rain, and the de-raining process is based on the prior that rain spans a narrow range of direction and the background layer has a centralized sparse representation. The key to successful application of the layer separation methods lie in the hypothesis on the rain layer and background layer.
3) DEEP LEARNING BASED APPROACHES
In [30] , a fully convolutional network that jointly detects and removes rain is developed to progressively removes rain streaks. In [12] , a deep network architecture called DerainNet, in which some image processing domain knowledge is leveraged to modify the objective function and improve de-raining, is trained directly on the detail layer to learn the mapping between the rain and clean image detail layer. In [31] , an image de-raining conditional general adversarial network is proposed, which is based on the criterion that the de-rained image should be indistinguishable from the de-rained result. In [32] , a deep network architecture for removing rain streaks is proposed using an image domain prior. Recently, Zhang and Patel proposed a density-aware multi-stream densely connected convolutional neural network, which enables both the rain density estimation and de-raining [33] . In [34] , a dual convolutional neural networks for low level vision is proposed, in which the structures(background layer) and details(rain layer) are recovered in an end to end manners. For all the deep learning-based de-raining methods, the learned network needs huge number of rainy/clean image pairs, and the final performance of the network depends on the quality of the training set and the prior applied.
III. THE PROPOSED RAIN REMOVAL FRAMEWORK A. MAIN IDEA
In this paper, we try to decompose the clear image layer from the rain image. To accomplish this task, additional constraints about the rain image layer and clear image layer should be added. Here, three priors are utilized during the image de-raining process. The first is the sparsity of the VOLUME 6, 2018 background layer. It is well known that natural images have sparse representation in some redundant transformed domains. In this paper, we will use the wavelet tight frame system as the redundant transform system, which is derived from the filter banks of framelets constructed in [35] due to its effectiveness and efficiency in addressing many image processing tasks. 1 Please refer to [35] for more details about the wavelet tight frame. The second is the smoothness along the rain direction. Rain is often imaged as bright streaks with elongated elliptical shapes, and the direction of the main ellipse axis is the rain direction. It is clear that if we compute the gradient along the rain direction, many zeros and near-zero values will be obtained due to the fact that rain is almost uniformly distributed in the ellipse and sparsely distributed in the whole image space. The last but most important is the shape prior of the rain streaks. The rain often appears with the shape of elongated ellipse. However, there are few methods that directly use this prior to revising the rain layer. To effectively exploit this prior, we synthesize many ellipses artificially and arrange them into vectors, and then, the patches of the rain layer are enforced to have high correlation with the synthetic vectors.
B. FORMULATION
Mathematically, a rain image J ∈ R M ×N can be approximated as a linear superimposition of the rain layer R ∈ R M ×N and the clear background layer I ∈ R M ×N . The goal of rain removal is to decompose the rain-free background I from the input rain image J . Based on the aforementioned discussion, the de-raining model can be formulated as follows:
where θ is the difference operator along the rain direction θ; * is the convolution operator; W is the analysis operator of the wavelet tight frame, which can project the image to a sparse vector; corr(x, y) denotes the correlation coefficient between vector x and y; P is the operator that extracts patches from the image layer; and M is a matrix formed by the synthetic ellipse vector M j ; λ 1 and λ 2 is the regularization parameter; and α is the threshold parameter. The first term in the objective function is the fidelity term, which ensures that the input rain image J can be approximated by the superimposition of rain layer R and the clear background layer I , the second term is to control the smoothness of the rain under the difference operator along the rain direction, the third term is to regularize the sparsity of the background under the tight frame system. For the constraints, the first is to constrain the intensity of the two layer to a reasonable range, and the second one is to make sure that each patch of the rain layer has a high correlation to one column of the ellipse matrix M .
1) THE CONSTRUCTION OF θ
To construct the difference operator along the rain direction, first, the rain direction θ needs to be calculated. Luckily, for most rain images, there is a dominant direction. Let θ i be the gradient direction of each pixel, then, the dominant direction θ can be obtained by computing the average value of θ i . Experiments on synthetic rain image can verify that the obtained dominant direction is very close to the synthetic direction. 2 The difference operator along the rain direction is computed as follows:
2) THE CONSTRUCTION OF M M is the matrix in which each column vector represents a different ellipse with random center point and certain orientation. Suppose that we rearrange the rain layer into patches with size s × s, since there is no guarantee that the center pixel of each patch is just the center of the rain streak (also, it is consuming to guarantee this property), so the easiest way is to make sure the synthetic matrix contains rain patch centered at every position inside the patch. Similar to dictionary initialization of rain atoms proposed in [9] , M is constructed as follows. A zero matrix with size s × s is generated first with its ith entry set to be 1 and is further convolved with a motion-blurred Gaussian kernel, of which the orientation of the motion blur kernel is the rain direction θ. Then after vectorization and normalization, column i of matrix M (M i ) can be obtained. The matrix M is with size s 2 ×s 2 , the column of which is a series of shifted ellipse.
C. OPTIMIZATION
The minimization problem (1) can be solved by ADMM [36] , an effective strategy for solving multi-variable optimizations. First, one auxiliary variable U is introduced, and the proposed model (1) is reformulated as the following equivalent constrained problem:
To effectively solve the minimization model (3), first we solve its augmented Lagrangian function without the shape and intensity constraints, and then in each step during the iteration the constraints are enforced with a projection.
The augmented Lagrangian function when ignoring the shape and intensity constraints is as follows:
where is the Lagrange Multiplier and β is a positive scalar. This minimization problem can be easily decomposed into three subproblems.
1) I-SUBPROBLEM
At the beginning of the (k + 1)th iteration, given {R k , U k }, the I -subproblem is as follows:
which is a least squares problem and has a closed-form solution:
Here, the W T is the adjoint operator of the analysis operator W , and W T W is the frame operator as well as the identity operator due to its property.
2) R-SUBPROBLEM
The R-subproblem is as follows:
which has the following closed-solution:
where F and F −1 denote the fast Fourier transform and its inverse, respectively.
3) U-SUBPROBLEM
The U -subproblem is as follows:
which has the following closed-solution by soft thresholding:
Here, the soft thresholding operator T δ (X ) is defined as
with t δ (X i ) = sgn(X i )max {0, |X i | − δ}.
4) MULTIPLIER UPDATE
The Lagrange multiplier is updated by
The above pratice only gives the solution for minimization without the intensity constraints or the shape prior. To enforce the intensity constraints, after updating the background layer and the rain layer with Equation (6) and Equation (8), the values of I and R are clipped to [0, 1] .
For the shape prior, to make sure the extracted rain patches satisfying the shape prior(have a high correlation with the synthesis ellipse matrix), first, for each patch of the rain layer (PR) i , we calculate the correlation between (PR) i and each column of M , and if there exits one column M j satisfying the condition that the correlation between (PR) i and M j is higher than the pre-defined threshold α, the patch (PR) i is kept, otherwise, we think there is no rain structure inside patch (PR) i and set all values of patch (PR) i to be zero. To show the contribution of the shape prior, we present the intermediate results during the iteration. As shown in Figure 2 , before refinement, there are some image structures from background mixed in the rain layer, and after the refinement, many non-rain structures are filtered out, which keeps more details in the final de-rained results.
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Observed rain image J ; Ellipse matrix M ; Difference operator θ ; Correlation threshold α; Initialization: R (0) = 0, U = WJ ; for k = 0 to K do 1) Update the background layer I k via Equation (6) 
Update the auxiliary variable U k via Equation (10); 7) Update the multiplier k via Equation (12); end for Ensure:
Rain layer R K ; Clear background layer I K ;
The proposed algorithm for single image rain removal is summarized in Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate our method using both synthetic and real images, and compare our results with the state-of-the-art methods, including the discriminative sparse coding method [9] (denoted as DSC), the layer priors method based on Gaussian mixture model [10] (denoted as GMM), the deep network architecture proposed in [12] (denoted as DerainNet). The codes of the three comparison methods are available on the author's webpage, and the de-raining results are generated with suggested parameter setting.
A. PARAMETER SETTING
In our experiments, the three parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , β, used in the augmented Lagrangian function are set to be [0.05, 0.1, 1], tuned according to extensive experiments. The iteration number K and the correlation threshold α in Algorithm 1 are set to be 20 and 0.6 after trials on different values to fit the majority of test images. However, for a specific image, the value of K can be increased and the value of α can be fine-tuned to achieve better performance.
B. TIME CONSUMPTION
All the experiments are implemented in MATLAB R2016b and carried out on a windows PC with an INTEL Xeon(R) CPU (3.5 GHZ) and 32 GB RAM. To give a fair comparison of the computation time, the size of the test color image ranges from 256 × 256 to 1000 × 1000. The average running times of DSC [9] , GMM [10] , DerainNet [12] and Algorithm 1 are shown in Figure 3 , from which we can see that the proposed method performs hundreds times faster than the DSC method and the GMM method. In addition, the proposed method runs faster than the deep learning-based methods, the DerainNet. 3 
C. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
We quantitatively eveluate convergence properties of our method on synthetic rain images. It is empirically observed that the sequence I k , R k do converge in our experiments. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the objective function of the iterates approaches a certain value (496) and so does the PSNR (31.09) of the de-rained image. 
D. RESULTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA
We synthesize a dataset with 6 images using the photorealistic rain rendering techniques used in the DSC methods [9] . Table 1 lists the performance of the four methods using the quantitative metric SSIM, from which we can see that in fact the value of SSIM is very close to each other among [9] . (c) GMM [10] . (d) DerainNet [12] . (e) Algorithm 1. four methods, and ours are slightly better than the others in Image3 to Image6. Figure 5 shows the de-rained results of Image1 and Image2. 4 It can be seen that for the DSC methods and the GMM methods, there are still many remain rain streaks when zooming in on the de-rained results. Though the results of DerainNet remove more rain than the DSC method and the GMM method with better visual quality, it has the lowest SSIM value, this may be because the latter two methods used a decomposition based methods, which changes the original clean image or the rain image less. For decomposition methods, the value of quantitative quality metrics will be improved more or less depending on how much rain is removed. Meanwhile, for deep learning methods, though the visual quality may be improved, the final results may have a large mathematical distance from the clear rain-free image since the de-rained results are obtained from a mapping network with the fidelity term regularized on the training samples and not on the test samples. As we can see from Table 1 and Figure 5 , the proposed method has a good performance in terms of both the quantitative metrics and the VOLUME 6, 2018 visual quality. Figure 6 shows the updating process of the rain layer on Image1, from which we can see that an increasing number of rain streaks are decomposed into the rain layer.
E. RESULTS ON REAL DATA
The proposed method is also evaluated on real images. See Figure 8 for the visual illustration of four real images and their zoomed-in regions. The original rain images shown in Figure 8 come from [9] . When dealing with a real rain image, we first compute the main rain direction θ, the difference operator θ and the ellipse matrix M according to Section III-C. Then we initilize the parameters of the algorithm with the description in the part ''Parameter Setting'' of Section IV. After all the parameters are set and the initialization process has been done, we can use Algorithm 1 to get the final de-rained image. From the first row in Figure 8 , we can see that the proposed method outperforms the other three methods in terms of the effectiveness of removing rain streaks. It can be seen that from the zoomed-in region (the second), all the three other methods has residual rain streaks around the microphone as marked out by the red arrows. For the second rain image, the visual quality of the recovered image by the GMM method seems the worst, with some blurring artifacts in the de-rained image and the DSC method also produce some unnatural artifacts. For the third rain image, we can also see that the other three methods are unable to remove all the rain streaks while the proposed method can obtain a quite clear non-rain image. The red arrows mark out the difference of four de-rained results. For the last rain image, the de-rained results by the DSC method introduce artifacts due to the over de-raining, the results by GMM and DerainNet still have un-removed rain streaks, while the proposed method removes all the rain streaks and maintains the image details. Figure 7 shows the de-rained results on a heavy rain image. For heavy rain images, the iteration number K should be tuned to a higher value, e.g. 40 in Figure 7 . The results reveal that the proposed method is superior to the other methods in respect of the ability of removing rain. More results can be found in the supplementary material.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has attempted to solve the problem of rain removal from a single color image by utilizing the most common shape prior in a particular way. The wavelet tight frame and the difference operator along the rain direction are used to characterize the sparsity and smoothness of the background layer and the rain layer, respectively. The shape prior is directly used to constrain the rain layer with a synthetic ellipse matrix. The experimental results tested on both real images and synthetic rain images show that our method outperforms other existing state-of-the-art methods in terms of the effectiveness on removing rain streaks and the visual quality of the de-rained results. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm runs more than hundreds of times faster than the other two decomposition based de-raining methods, and even runs faster than deep learning based method in CPU mode. In future we would like to try the case when the rain directions in the rain image are not completely uniform with a bit fluctuation and analyze the convergence property of the optimization theoretically.
